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ABSTRACT
To make use of short-term simulation on an operational level, three aspects are essential. First, the simulation model needs to have a high level of detail to represent a small part of the wafer fab with sufficient
precision. Second, the simulation model needs to be initialized very well with the current fab state. And
third, the simulation results need to be available very fast, almost in real time. Unfortunately these conditions contradict each other. In particular, it takes a large amount of time to initialize a high precision full
fab simulation model because of the huge amount of data. In this paper, we present the prototype of a fab
driven simulation approach to overcome these time consuming limitations. We will show how it is possible to start a short-term simulation from the current fab state immediately, i.e., without further delay.
1

INTRODUCTION

During recent years, huge effort has been spent to realize online simulation. For semiconductor manufacturing, Bagchi et al. (2008) and Scholl et al. (2010) showed that short-term simulation is feasible. They
point out that methods of discrete event simulation are useful to solve problems on an operational level.
Thus the importance of online simulation increased considerably.
With online simulation we are able to predict future lot arrivals and future work in progress (WIP) for
a short time horizon. Therefore it is very useful for daily decision support on the shop floor. Several applications, based on results from short-term simulation, help to increase the fab performance:





WIP balancing
Bottleneck detection
Preventive maintenance planning
Dynamic dispatch rule selection/ parameterization
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1.1

Problem Description

The characteristics of such an online simulation system compared to an offline simulation include (Scholl
et al. 2010):
 A short-term simulation run will cover a small time period (e.g. one week).
 The simulation model needs to have real time capability, i.e. to provide results before they are obsolete.
 The simulation model needs to have a high level of details.
 The model initialization is important because the warm-up period is in the range of interest and
not the steady state.
Such properties have a huge influence on each other, especially on the real time capability. As seen in
Table 1, a very short simulation period is in agreement (+) with the real time capability. Hence the simulation execution time becomes very short. The high level of detail and the detailed model initialization is
in contradiction (-) with the real time requirement. A high level of modeling details increases the simulation execution time. The importance of a detailed model initialization makes it necessary to extract a huge
amount of fab data at the beginning of the simulation.
Table 1: The effect of online simulation characteristics on the real time capability
Real time capability

+
-

Short simulation period
High level of modeling details
Importance of model initialization

These characteristics of an online simulation violate the requirements of a real time system. The time
for data input and model initialization is very long, while the runtime of the simulation run is extremely
short. Other colleagues working on online simulation also mention that the time for data input for online
simulation takes much longer than the actual simulation run. Furthermore the major trend in semiconductor manufacturing is the increasing wafer fab size with increasing equipment and lot numbers. This results
in an increase of the data volume to initialize a simulation model. In Noack et al. (2010) we show that the
data extraction, and model creation time is longer than the simulation execution time.
1.2

Related Approaches

Besides the fab driven simulation approach, there are other methods to reduce simulation model creation
time. A first approach is to differentiate in the frequency of fab data extraction. It is important to extract
flow information, like lot moves, every time when a short-term simulation model is supposed to run. It is
not useful to extract master data like route or equipment information with the same frequency. Therefore
the update period can be much less. A second approach applies for model creation. Multithreading approaches make it possible to read simulation model information in parallel. At the moment most simulation engines read the model information like equipment, route, and lot information sequentially one by
one. Both methods are applicable in our case as well. The disadvantage of these methods is that they minimize the data extraction and model initialization time, but they will not speed up the model initialization
time up to instantaneous availability.
Related work in this area is done by Aydt et al. (2008) in studies on symbiotic simulation. A simulation of a wet bench work center is updated concurrently. The model update is done by a workcenter snapshot, whereby another simulation model emulates the behavior of a real wafer fab. This approach is very
interesting because it is already quite close to our work. The major difference between this and our approach lies in the update mechanism. While Aydt et al. use a full snapshot to update their model we improve the update performance by using events, thereby significantly reducing the amount of update data
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needed. This results in improved scalability for our event based approach, which even allows updating of
a full fab model without violating real time requirements.
1.3

Motivation

Our motivation to work on fab driven simulation is that the application of discrete event simulation is
highly useful for operational decisions. The obstacle of a long initialization time can be solved by using
innovative methods. Therefore we developed the fab driven simulation model. The reduction of model initialization time offers huge benefits for the models application including:
 Forecast results from simulation are not obsolete before they are available
 Immediate response to the user
 Additional application areas for a very short time horizon (e.g., lot arrival prediction for lot
scheduling)
 Higher initialization quality through additional short-term data (e.g., position of lots in transport
system)
2

CONCEPT

In this section we describe the basic principle of fab driven simulation. We explain how fab driven simulation will change the way to start a short-term simulation runs in the future.
2.1

Process Flow for Online Simulation

The modeling process of a regular online simulation run, without the fab driven simulation approach, is
depicted in Figure 1 on the left side. The user needs to extract the data (1) and initialize the model (2) before starting a simulation run (3). This is necessary to obtain the latest fab state. For short-term simulation
we extract the fab data automatically from distributed data bases. Several very time consuming data transformation, error checking, and error correction steps have to be executed. Furthermore the model initialization can take more time than the simulation run itself, depending on the particular scenario. All model
files will be loaded from the hard disk into the memory step by step.

Figure 1: Process flow with fab driven simulation
With the fab driven simulation approach the model needs to be initialized (1 & 2) as well. But this
initialization can be done beforehand, for example overnight. After this point in time, the model will be
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updated continuously (4), see Figure 1 on the right side. When the user wants to start a simulation (3), the
updated model is already available. The user is able to run a simulation immediately and gets the results
fast. In future, it is planned to duplicate the process instance of the fab driven simulation process before
starting a simulation run. Thus the model update process will not terminate when the user starts to simulate. This approach provides a separate continuously ongoing update process at all times even during simulation.
2.2

Updating Events

In the previous sections, we talked about updating the simulation model, but we did not mention yet what
exactly needs to be updated. For Table 2 we analyzed the most common event types in a real wafer fab.
For each event type we highlight the time intervals at which typical events occur. As you can see, the lot
movement event type occurs about every 2.4 seconds while a new route is created only every 12.8 days.
Thus, these times are an indication which event types have an impact on model update horizon and on
model accuracy. For proof of concept in this paper we decided to update the lot moves because they are
very relevant for the simulation results and because they occur very often.
Table 2: The mean time between events ̅ is computed by ̅
and is the observed time period.
Event type
Lot moves
Hold
Split
Unscheduled down
Scheduled down
New product
New route

/ , whereby

is the number of events

Mean time between events
2.4 sec
11.8 min
8.4 min
6.6 min
1.3 min
19.7 hour
12.8 day

Besides those events mentioned in Table 2, many other elements, which change over time, exist. It
depends on the level of details of the simulation model whether those elements need to be updated. Events
like dispatch rule changes are hard to quantify. Other changes (e.g., lot release changes) are done in
batches and not one by one. Their characteristics have a significant effect on the event update for:
 Process time changes
 Dispatch rule changes
 Dedication changes
 Lot release changes
 Reticle information like reticle position, number of available reticles
 Equipment added or removed
 Sampling rate changes
Using the fab driven simulation approach, many more events could be included into the simulation
model. When model initialization and simulation runtime is long, such events and the related results are
already obsolete before the simulation results are available. But when simulation results are available in
real time, those events considerably improve the quality of online simulation for very short time horizons.
Such events include:
 Detailed equipment events like start/finish of the process, pump/vent, heating/cooling
 Chamber events for cluster tools like 1st wafer finished, 2nd wafer finished
 Current lot position in the transport system
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3

DESIGN DECISIONS

From a conceptual point of view, multiple options exist to implement fab driven simulation. Thus, several
decisions are required to find the best solution to update the model. In this section we will discuss multiple approaches and their advantages and disadvantages.
3.1

Update Trigger Approaches

This topic is concerned with the start of the update process. It is possible to trigger the update by
 An event that will be available in the fab (e.g., a lot move in), or
 A predefined time interval.
We decided to trigger the update regularly, within a predefined time interval of a few seconds. The advantage is a more predictable update cycle. It is easy to implement because the internal clock triggers the
update and not an external event. Furthermore, we avoid the problem that multiple events trigger several
updates at the same time.
3.2

Update Periods

In this section, we discuss the time between two updates. It is related to the length of the time period and
its contained events. Furthermore, the real time capability of the data access is an issue. Two update types
can be distinguished:
 Short update period, synchronous time stamp, real time data access.
 Long update period, asynchronous time stamp, no real time capability of the data access.
For the first type, the update period is very small, about a few seconds only. In this case the
timestamp is almost synchronous, which means the timestamp of the latest update is similar to the
timestamps of its contained events. The data access requirement is to immediately deliver all fab events
that occur at this moment in time. The advantage is that the simulation model is always up to date.
For the second type, the update period is very large, about several minutes, or even one or more
hours. The timestamp of the last update and the timestamp of its contained events are not similar. It is
necessary to distinguish these timestamps to schedule all simulation events at the right time. The advantage of this approach lies in a delayed data access which does not need to satisfy real time requirements. Furthermore the system and network utilization is lower due to reduced update frequency compared to the first approach. The major disadvantage is the need to manage both update time stamps and
event time stamps. Another disadvantage is the gap between the fab state and the model state. This gap
comes from a higher delay for the model update.
For this study, we decided to use the first approach because the model is up to date without much delay. The key to success is to achieve real time capability for the data access. To achieve this, we use Real
Time Dispatcher (Applied Materials 2011), the dispatching system used at the subject wafer fab.
3.3

Simulation Time Synchronization Approaches

There are two options to synchronize the simulation time with real time:
 An external timestamp from the latest fab update.
 The internal simulation clock time with the setting of 1:1, whereby one second of simulated time
takes one second in reality.
The drawback of the second approach is the unsynchronized simulation and fab time and their deviation after a while. Typical reasons are minimal differences in clock accuracy, mismatch during leap year,
and changes due to daylight saving time. Furthermore this approach will give a wrong impression to the
user, in case the fab event updates fail. While the simulation clock advances, the user thinks the model is
still up to date even when the model state is no longer synchronized and therefore outdated. Our conclu-
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sion was to use the first approach. The external timestamp from the last update is used as simulation time.
The simulation time will be increased in a loop until the new update timestamp is reached. The underlying
assumption is that the timestamp of the next update is larger than the timestamp from the last one. If this
condition is not true, the simulation time will not be changed.
3.4

Handling of Simulation Events in Fab Driven Mode

For fab driven simulation two different sources for a single event exist, the simulation event and the fab
event. To keep the model up to date, the fab event definitely needs to be included into the simulation
model. The question is what happens with events from the simulation model. The following approaches
exist to handle simulation events:
 Remove simulation events and block resulting state changes.
 Allow simulation events changes and correct state changes later.
The “Remove simulation events and block resulting state changes” strategy removes the simulation
event when the related fab event occurs first. If the simulation event is triggered first, the effect of this
event will be blocked. The advantage is that simulation will always be synchronous to the wafer fab. The
disadvantage is that many events are blocked over time.
The second strategy allows regular simulation event execution and corrects state changes later. When
the fab event occurs first, the simulation event will be removed like in the first strategy. In several cases,
the simulation event occurs, before the fab event is available. In this case, the simulation event will be executed, in contrast to the first approach which does not allow simulation event execution. If a fab event
occurs after the related simulation event, the real fab event corrects the state change caused by the simulation event.
Our decision is to implement the first approach which does not allow state changes caused by simulation events. Therefore when a simulation event occurs, we block the effects of this event. There are two
major reasons for this decision. First, the model is always synchronized with the wafer fab. Second, it is
not necessary to implement a rollback strategy for simulation events.
4

IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of fab driven simulation consists of several modules, as shown in Figure 2. The following modules and their triggers are described in the following:
 Event export module: This module exports the fab events into the update file. It also exports the
current time stamp of the fab. The export module is triggered after a predefined time interval.
This is done by the systems of the wafer fab.
 Event import module: This module imports the incoming fab events from the update file into the
simulation. It furthermore imports the latest update timestamp of the fab. The file import is triggered by the simulation itself. Due to the fact that the import and export are not synchronized, the
frequency of the data import must be higher than the export to avoid overwriting the last event list
put into the update file.
 Lot reallocation module: Based on incoming events, this module will include the lot movement
events into the simulation model. This module will be executed after the file import. Following
main tasks are necessary to update the lot movements:
 Check if the lot already exists.
 Remove the lot from its current equipment or queue, if the lot exists.
 Create a new lot if the lot does not exist yet.
 Insert the lot into the queue, equipment or sink.
 Time synchronization module: It controls the time of the simulation. The purpose is to avoid deviation between the simulation time and the time of the wafer fab. For this implementation the
timestamp given by the import module will be used. The time synchronization will be executed
after the lot reallocation, when all other model state changes are done.
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The simulation clock will be increased iteratively if the simulation time is smaller than the
latest update timestamp.
 The simulation time is stopped when the latest update timestamp is reached.
Mode switching module: This module is necessary to terminate the fab driven mode and switch
to simulation mode. The user decides when to start the simulation. Therefore simulation events
will be enabled while fab driven updates will be disabled. Following changes occur:
 Disable update file import.
 Disable lot reallocation.
 Disable time synchronization.
 Enable lot generation at the source.
 Enable lot movements from the queue if equipment is available for processing.
 Enable lot movement when process time at equipment is over.
 Increase the simulation time, internally.

Figure 2: Simplified module execution flow chart for fab driven simulation
The update file is the link between fab operations and simulation run. It is specified in Table 3, including self-generated data examples. The column “Event_ID” defines the type of the lot movement
event. The keyword “ENT_OP” indicates that a lot enters the queue of the current operation. The keyword “MOV_IN” indicates that a lot enters a tool. The “MOV_OUT” event tells the system that the lot
leaves the tool. The column “Equipment” is required only for lots with a “MOV_IN” event. In the update
file, the column “Lot” contains the lot name. It must be unique because a single lot cannot have more than
one update event at the same time. Additional columns like “Product,” “Route,” or “Lotsize” are used to
show that it is possible to update several other lot attributes as well.
Table 3: Update file example

To show how the procedure works, let us assume the current model state is defined as depicted in
Figure 3. Three lots are in the queue. Two lots are in the first equipment. One lot is located in the second
equipment.
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Figure 3: Model state before an update
Now a single update as depicted in Table 3 will be applied to the model in Figure 3. The lot
“Lot_A07” from Table 3 will enter the queue. The lot “Lot_A01” move from the queue to equipment
“EQ01.” The lot “Lot_A06” leaves the tool “EQ_01” and will be removed by the sink, and so on. When
all events have been ended, the next model state as depicted in Figure 4 will be reached. This single event
update transfers the old model state to the new model state. By doing such a single update in an iterative
way, the lot moves in the simulation model are updated over a long time period.

Figure 4: Model state after an update
We use the Real Time Dispatcher (RTD) version 7.2.4 to export the update file. The simulation model
itself is created with AnyLogic 6.5.0 (XJ Technologies Company 2011). The relevant model extension
modules are implemented in Java.
5

RESULTS

The objective of the results section is to show the feasibility of fab driven simulation. In the first part, relevant test cases will be presented. The second part contains results from a fab driven simulation run in a
real wafer fab.
5.1

Basic Test Cases

Beside several unit tests where each module has been tested separately, numerous black box tests have
been performed. The purpose of these black box tests is to check if the whole software solution is work1852
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ing correctly. All these test cases have been evaluated manually. The data source for the fab driven simulation is an artificial update file. Table 4 contains a small subset of the test cases that have been executed.
Table 4: Test cases for update function
Test case description
A new lot enters a queue
A queue lot enters a queue
An equipment lot enters a queue

Expected results
The lot appears in the queue.
The lot is in the queue.
The lot appears in the queue and disappears
in the equipment.
A new lot enters an equipment
The lot appears in the equipment.
A queue lot enters an equipment
The lot appears in the equipment and disappears in the queue.
An equipment lot enters a different The lot appears in the target equipment and
equipment
disappears in the previous equipment.
An equipment lot enters the same The lot is in the equipment.
equipment
A new lot moves out
This will be interpreted as data error because
a lot which is not in the operation before
cannot move out. It will be ignored.
A queue lot moves out
The lot appears in the sink and disappears in
the queue.
An equipment lot moves out
The lot appears in the sink and disappears in
the equipment.
Update the simulation model time when The simulation model time becomes the real
real time is later than simulation time
time.
Update the simulation model time when The simulation model time do not change.
real time is earlier than simulation time

Test passed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

We created many test cases. We consider the origin of the lot - whether it is an existing lot from the
queue, or from equipment, or does this lot not exist in the model yet. We checked whether the update behavior is correct, even when the previous and the new location of the lot is the same. Furthermore, several test cases have been executed for single lots, and for multiple lots that move simultaneously.
5.2

Test in a Real Wafer Fab

Other test cases were performed in a real wafer fab. Therefore one workcenter was selected to demonstrate that fab driven simulation is working under real world conditions. The criteria to select this workcenter were:
 The number of workcenter moves is high. So it is possible to show lot movements even for a live
demonstration.
 The work center is isolated. This means the lots running on this work center cannot be processed
by an alternative work center.
 The work center contains only a few tools to show all of them on one screen.
We have selected an isolated work center with 5 tools. The throughput of this small work center is
huge with about 120 lots per day. This is one lot movement every 12 minutes whereby one move consists
of “enter operation”, “move in”, and “move out”. The result of this test is depicted in Figure 5. The number of WIP lots increases and decreases over time. The runtime is about 90 minutes or 5400 seconds,
whereby the time unit is in seconds since simulation start.
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Figure 5: Workcenter WIP of fab driven simulation

Figure 6: Workcenter WIP in reality

To show that the WIP of the fab driven simulation in Figure 5 is correct, the real WIP is depicted in
Figure 6. This curve shows the number of lots for the same work center at the same time period. As you
can see, the WIP over time is exactly the same. The simulation model update works under real world
conditions within a long time period. It demonstrates that fab driven simulation is feasible.
6

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that fab driven simulation is feasible. A prototype has been implemented to update the
lot moves for one workcenter. This prototype demonstrates that it is possible to continuously update a
simulation model during runtime. By having an updated model, the user is able to run a short-term
simulation forecast immediately. No time consuming data input and model initialization is required.
The “lessons learned” from this project are that the complexity of fab driven simulation is huge. The
interaction of fab events and simulation elements increase the complexity of fab driven simulation
significantly. The software engineering part is a highly important aspect to realize fab driven simulation
for short-term simulation. Furthermore there is a limitation from software engineering perspective. The
fab driven simulation feature is highly connected to the simulation tool. So it is not easy to transfer the
capability of fab driven simulation to another simulation tool from a different vendor.
The next steps involve extending the fab driven simulation approach. First, it is required to increase
the scale of the model to the whole wafer fab. Second, it is necessary to update more simulation event
types besides lot moves. The third element is to clone the fab driven simulation process during runtime.
At the moment exactly one simulation run can be done with the fab driven model. Our objective is to let
the fab driven simulation model continuously run and create a copy of this running process. The copy will
be used to create a short-term forecast, while the original process keeps on synchronizing with the real
fab.
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